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A survey of abstracting policies used by producers of bibliographic databases examined abstracting guidelines which aim to enhance free-text retrieval. Of the 123 database policies examined, fifty-seven (46 per cent) included such instructions. Editors consider content of abstracts and their language as a primary factor in retrieval enhancement. Most recommend that once abstractors decide which concepts to include in abstracts and in which form to represent them, these terms should be co-ordinated with index terms assigned from a controlled vocabulary. Guidelines about the type of abstracts, i.e., informative or indicative, and about their length are not affected by the capability of free-text retrieval.

INTRODUCTION

EVER SINCE ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES provided bibliographic databases in a printed form, the functions assigned to indexing have been almost completely different from those assigned to abstracting. Indexing facilitates efficient retrieval of information, and abstracting facilitates judgements about the relevance of the retrieved information. Abstracts have even been viewed as substitutes for original documents.

The availability of bibliographic databases online changed the role of abstracts. The abstracts of most publicly available bibliographic databases can be searched in the free-text mode which allows users to search online for the occurrence of any terms they think appropriate. The system then retrieves references to all documents whose abstracts contain the requested terms or combinations of them. This process takes place without the use of a specific index language.

Plainly, abstracts have become an important enhancement for information retrieval.

Despite this new role, vital questions concerning the construction of abstracts to facilitate efficient retrieval are still unanswered. Active research on abstracting ceased in the mid-1960s, after the importance of abstracts for judging document relevance and for use as substitutes was established by a series of tests, and a comprehensive survey of 130 abstracting policies produced criteria to be used in the evaluation of abstracts. While these studies are milestones in abstracting research and their results are still highly valuable, they do not examine the appropriateness of abstracts for free-text retrieval.

Researchers in the design and evaluation of information systems, however, have been most interested in the performance of free-text searching. Indexing is a costly, labour-intensive process, and index languages are expensive to construct. Further, several theoretical issues related to their construction remain unresolved. The capability to retrieve documents without the aid of an artificially constructed
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index language seems, therefore, extremely attractive. Beginning with the Cranfield studies, numerous experiments have tried to determine if free-text searching indeed outperforms searching with the aid of a controlled index language. Results are contradictory, and the debate continues as to whether or not future systems should dispose of controlled vocabularies and be restricted to the free-text searching capability.

Among practitioners, designers of information systems are providing abstracts for free-text searching, and system users heavily employ this capability. Several abstracting and indexing services have investigated the use of free-text searching to determine how to design their index languages and abstracting policies. In addition, online searchers attempt to identify efficient strategies for free-text searching of abstracts.

In view of the extensive experience in free-text searching gained in recent years, the time seems ripe for a systematic investigation of characteristics of abstracts that are essential for successful retrieval.

To consider the criteria vital for acceptability of abstracts for free-text searching, this study surveyed abstracting policies used by database producers to determine the degree to which existing abstracting and indexing services already incorporate such criteria into their abstracting. Most importantly, the study synthesizes the characteristics of abstracts important to free-text retrieval, as presented by abstracting policies, and touches upon their effects on the quality of abstracts.

**THE STUDY METHOD**

To survey abstracting policies, a list of producers of bibliographic databases who make abstracts available for free-text searching was compiled from various database directories. Information about individual databases, taken primarily from literature provided by search system vendors, eliminated producers who use only author abstracts.

Letters explaining the purpose of the study and asking for copies of abstracting and indexing guidelines were then sent to 159 database producers. Letters to American and Canadian producers were addressed to the editors responsible for abstracting in their organization. If they were late in their response, they received a reminder and a follow-up telephone call. Letters to producers in other countries were addressed to 'the editor' and were not followed by any further enquiry.

Seventy-five of the ninety-six North American database producers responding to the request, resulting in a 78 per cent response rate. Producers in other countries responded 59 per cent of the time, with thirty-seven of sixty-three producers answering the request. Respondents provided answers in various forms; those who have printed guidelines provided a complimentary copy, while others wrote letters or telephoned to describe their abstracting policy and practice.

Based on information provided by database producers, data were analysed on the level of individual databases. Some editors reported that their abstracts are no longer available for searching, and others claimed to use no abstracting policy. These databases were dropped from consideration. A total of 123 databases were identified which provide searchable abstracts that are written according to some sort of guidelines. These guidelines were analysed to extract the instructions given by editors of abstracting policies to enhance online retrieval.

This paper describes and discusses these instructions. While no mention of in-
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**FIGURE 1. Breakdown of the 123 databases included in the study based on the presence of free-text instructions and descriptor indexing**
dicing, only forty (39 per cent) provide instructions for free-text retrieval. In fact, sixty-three databases (51 per cent of the 123 databases considered in this study) use descriptor indexing but do not provide instructions for free-text retrieval, even though their abstracts can be searched online and they do have some sort of abstracting guidelines. In other words, free-text instructions are not highly common among editors who use descriptors for their indexing.

Some editors may not yet have seen the connection between abstracting guidelines and free-text retrieval; others realise the need to incorporate them in their guidelines but have not done so yet. Still other editors have decided to ignore the effect of abstracts on retrieval based on considerations of cost-effectiveness. Some of these editors believe that since abstracts and titles, which have already been composed, provide additional access points with no additional effort at the input stage, special instructions for writing such abstracts make free-text retrieval less cost-effective. Alternatively, others believe that descriptor searching is the best retrieval method for their databases; thus, investment of resources in enhancing free-text retrieval is not cost-effective to them.

The second trend that emerges from the data is that most databases that provide free-text instructions do not consider descriptor indexing obsolete. Among the fifty-seven databases that provide free-text instructions, forty (70 per cent) use descriptor indexing. In other words, a considerable percentage of the editors who judge free-text searching to be an important method of retrieval also believe that it cannot substitute for descriptor searching. Thus, the debate whether or not free-text retrieval should substitute for descriptor indexing is somewhat academic; databases that enhance free-text retrieval are likely to provide both types of access points.

ABSTRACTING GUIDELINES

In their study of general abstracting instructions, Borko and Chatman addressed three issues: the function, the content and the form of abstracts. Interestingly, only the latter two are considered by database producers in their specific instructions for computerised databases.

The first issue, the function of abstracts, determines if abstracts should be informative or indicative: whether they should condense the information in documents or report on what documents are about. While editors of computerised databases usually instruct abstractors about which type of abstract to compose, none of them presume that it relates to free text retrieval. In other words, the nature of abstracts, whether informative or indicative, is still determined only by the purpose and use of abstracts and not by any factors that relate to information retrieval.

When general abstracting policies address the second issue, the content of abstracts, they indicate the information that should be included in abstracts, such as study method or research results. Editors who are interested in retrieval with abstracts additionally designate which concepts should be included in abstracts. As we shall see later, while editors generally agree about the nature of concepts to include, they present a variety of opinions, some contradictory, about the specific criteria to use for concept selection.

The third issue, the form of abstracts, relates primarily to writing style and length of abstracts. Surprisingly, in all the abstracting manuals reviewed, no mention is made of possible relationships between the length of abstracts and efficiency of retrieval. Writing style, however, is related to retrieval: a number of editors issue policies about the way in which concepts should be represented to enhance retrieval. Unfortunately, some instructions make it difficult to maintain an acceptable writing style, with brevity and clarity of writing most affected.

A short summary of the guidelines for writing abstracts that were identified in the study to be aimed at free-text searching are given in Figure 2.

---

**THE CONTENT OF ABSTRACTS**

**General statements**

Use 'important' concepts and terms (e.g. those which will enhance free-text retrieval, those for which a document gives enough information, or key words).

**Index terms**

Co-ordinate concepts used in abstracts with assigned descriptors.

(a) Assign concepts in abstracts that are identical to descriptors.

(b) Assign concepts in abstracts that complement descriptors (e.g. relevant terms that are missed in descriptor indexing and in titles, terms that are more specific than descriptors, or a particular type of term that is important to the subject area, such as geographic names).

(c) Assign concepts in abstracts that complement and are identical to descriptors.

Enhance indexing independent of any index language used.

**Check lists**

Follow a list of retrieval-related elements that should be included in abstracts.

Forms of check lists:

(a) Categories that should be included in abstracts (e.g. materials, properties and processes) and the conditions under which they should be included (e.g. only when they are discussed elaborately, or whenever mentioned).

(b) Specific and particular guidelines (e.g. 'whenever dealing with a new product, mention the company name').

---

**THE LANGUAGE OF ABSTRACTS**

Use of author language

Use author language.

Do not use author language.

(a) Use standardised and concrete terms specific to a subject area.

Use both author language and synonyms.

Relationship to index language used

Co-ordinate terms in abstracts with descriptors.

Complement descriptors with terms in abstracts (e.g. use synonyms or more specific terms).

Use specific and well-accepted terms for particular categories (such as materials, processes and products).

Practices to avoid

Do not use the negative (e.g. use sick instead of not healthy).

Do not list terms which have a common last word as a series (such as 'upper, middle, and working class').

Word forms

Follow local language practices (e.g., change American spelling for British databases).

Always spell out terms in certain categories (such as processes, materials, products).

When a term and a descriptor are the same, record the term in the form used by the descriptor.

Express terms both in their abbreviated form and in their complete form.

---

**FIGURE 2. A summary presentation of abstracting guidelines for free-text searching**
The content of abstracts

One maxim is agreed upon by all: concepts ‘important’ for retrieval should be included in abstracts. Notably, some database producers find it sufficient to include a general statement of that kind in their abstracting policy without providing further details. But when specific criteria for selecting ‘important’ concepts are devised, editors part company, in particular with regard to the relationship between these concepts and other indexing terms.

General statements. Because a statement of this sort reminds abstractors that their abstracts will be used for retrieval, it should include a mention of concepts central to the abstracted documents. The statement issued by the International Organization for Standardization, for instance, asks abstractors to ‘use significant words from the text which will help computerized text searching’.11 While this statement can be accepted as an international standard, individual editors are in a position to define more specifically which topics are ‘significant for computerised text searching’.

Editors may elect to be more or less rigorous in their definitions, but available guidelines appear inadequate when they do not give some additional guidance to abstractors. Without being too specific, an editor may ask abstractors to include concepts for which a document gives enough information. One may even specify the desired form of information and require the inclusion of only those topics for which, say, test procedures and results are given. Another approach is to suggest that key words be incorporated into abstracts, especially if they are often repeated in the text.

Index terms. To require that important concepts be explicitly represented in abstracts for computerised searching is actually a requirement that documents be indexed using natural language. While general statements about the contents of abstracts do not refer to indexing, numerous abstracting manuals clearly point out that abstracts should enhance indexing. In fact, some organizations require that abstractors thoroughly review the indexing of documents before they write or edit abstracts. Editors of abstracting manuals, though, vary in their notion about the way indexing should be enhanced by abstracts.

One approach claims that abstracts should be composed with indexing in mind but independently of any index language used. This approach makes it difficult to give specific instructions, and normally a general statement is given to the effect that abstracts should include terms under which the subject of a document would be searched. Editors may want to remind abstractors that this function is particularly important for documents whose titles are short or uninformative. Keeping in mind the notion that terms in abstracts are access points, abstractors can be provided with examples to sharpen their awareness. They can be guided to exclude general or inclusive concepts, such as ‘various locations’, and to use specific ones, such as names of locations.

The other approach co-ordinates concepts used in abstracts with index terms assigned from a thesaurus, i.e. with descriptors. Here, we confront the question: should concepts in abstracts be identical to descriptors or should they complement them? Although most services choose concepts in abstracts to complement descriptors, some editors specifically instruct their abstractors to write abstracts with embedded descriptors. Others see no contradiction between the two options. While abstracts are written to complement indexing, they think that redundancy in index terms is actually desirable. In fact, they maintain that an abstract is deficient if it does not include the terms under which it was retrieved using descriptors.

Editors who decide that concepts in abstracts should complement descriptors, may give various instructions to secure indexing enhancement with these concepts. Examples of such instructions include: concepts not in the title or descriptor fields that the author may want to be retrieved; any relevant terms which enhance the thesaurus terms, which are appropriate synonyms, or which are not adequately presented by descriptors; or language equivalents to subject codes for databases where descriptors are in the form of subject codes.

These instructions are still quite general and rely on the subjective judgement of abstractors. Additional guidance can be provided by indicating the nature of the concepts to be selected for indexing enhancement. The prevailing notion is that concepts in abstracts should be more specific, or more detailed, than the descriptors they are intended to enhance. For individual databases, however, editors may have more specific requirements such as the inclusion of geographic names, terms that are unique to the field, catchwords, jargon, and phrases from documents, or proper names appearing with terms.

Check lists. The most rigorous approach to indexing with terms from abstracts involves developing a list of retrieval-related elements that should be included in abstracts, whether or not they are covered by descriptor indexing. Such check lists may take a variety of forms.

The most structured check list contains categories that should be included in abstracts. The actual categories usually vary from one database to another. In a technology area, for instance, one database always includes the type of welding process and steel types, and others suggest the inclusion of materials, forms, conditions, properties, processes. In another area, company names, product names and individual names are considered especially significant. One service lists eleven categories and requires that any relevant categories be included in abstracts.

Another use of check lists is to write down very specific guidelines such as: whenever dealing with a new product, process or technology, mention the company name; include the full standard name for all tests, questionnaires etc.; if the document is about a survey, state who conducted the survey; or, if a company is a subsidiary, mention the name of the parent organisation if it is not included in the name of the company.

In their goal to enhance indexing with concepts from abstracts, editors may overlook other considerations. For example, by insisting that abstracts include a detailed list of categories they may make brevity impossible. Editors should therefore, inform abstractors under what conditions to include each category. Such conditions can be specified in a variety of ways.

For a selection of categories, e.g. tests or questionnaires, one may require that whenever they are mentioned in a document they should be reported in abstracts, even if they are mentioned in passing or if the author does not make them appear significant. For other categories, editors may require that they be relevant or significant to the document, or that they are discussed elaborately. Using a quantitative approach, one may devise an indirect measurement of significance and stipulate, for example, that company names be specified in abstracts unless more than ten companies are mentioned in a document.
The language of abstracts

Once the concepts to be included in abstracts are determined, instructions must be given about the use of language. More specifically, editors must indicate which terms should be selected to represent these concepts and which word forms to use. Here again, editors agree about the general nature of terms that should not be used; abstracting policies include statements that recommend avoiding the use of arcane or colourful language or of phrases which would result in 'false drops' when searching. It seems, however, that such loosely defined statements provide very little guidance to abstractors, and editors must be more concrete about term selection and word forms. At this point, one finds contradictory instructions, each presented with plausible, but untested, arguments. Moreover, some guidelines violate a number of rules for clear writing style.

One example of such instructions is the question whether abstracts should use author language. While this is an issue in abstracting policies for printed publications, it seems to be of special significance for free-text retrieval. The rationale for using author language is that users often remember key phrases used by authors and will incorporate them into their search strategies. The counter argument is that the use of direct quotations is undesirable because they usually do not carry enough information. In the middle ground, one editor requires that abstracts include both author language and synonyms. While synonyms are a safeguard against missing a concept in retrieval, one should remember that their use affects the quality of writing style. Readers may find it confusing when a concept, which is usually also a significant one, is represented by a number of terms within one paragraph.

When abstractors are not asked to adhere to author language, the most frequent recommendation is for the use of standardised, concrete terms and a language that is specific to a subject area. No argument against this approach was found in abstracting policies, but editors evidently disagree about which specific instructions achieve uniformity in term assignment across abstracts.

Once more, an important decision is whether or not to co-ordinate terms in abstracts with descriptors. Both approaches exist in abstracting policies, but the manner in which these terms should be co-ordinated is undecided.

Editors who wish to induce consistency in term usage across abstracts demand that thesaurus terms be used whenever applicable. In contrast, those who believe that retrieval can be improved if one provides a variety of access points recommend avoiding the use of the same terms in both indexing and abstracting. Abstractors are thus instructed to complement index terms truly and use synonyms or more specific terms. The use of synonyms, however, may degrade the value of writing style, as explained previously.

As a compromise between these two approaches, editors can list selected categories for which abstractors should use specific, standardised or well-accepted terms. Examples of such lists of categories are: (a) materials, forms, processes, conditions, properties, and products; (b) test names, program names, institutions and intellectual processes; or (c) names of subsidiary companies. Although no authority list especially developed for terms used in abstracts was found in abstracting policies, some database producers choose to develop detailed policies for the use of terms to designate relevant categories. A typical example of such a rule is the requirement that Latin names as well as common or vernacular names of certain entities be explicitly mentioned. Another example is a set of rules to determine how to record geographic locations.
categories for which a particular form is desirable. While certain language usages can be ruled out, only future research will tell whether consistency or variety in word forms should be required.

While research in abstracting has not addressed issues relating to the acceptability of abstracts for free-text retrieval, editors of abstracting policies issue special instructions which are intuitively based on experience with online searching gained by information specialists during recent years. The disagreement among editors about a number of issues presents the need for research that evaluates the effect of abstracting guidelines on retrieval performance.
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